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In this brief, AARP replies to arguments made in initial briefs relating to the issue 

of the “door knock” made by a utility employee at the point of attempted disconnection.  

AARP’s overriding concern is that Staff’s proposed Section 280.130(e) would eliminate 

the current requirement for direct contact with the customer during a premise visit prior 

to the disconnection of essential utility service, thereby decreasing the ability to avert 

public health tragedies in households that contain vulnerable customers. 

The briefs of other parties mischaracterize or confuse AARP’s concern regarding 

this issue.  Ameren Illinois Company (“AIC”) incorrectly states that AARP’s desire to 

preserve a knock on the door is about the discovery of “field safety hazards”, confusing 

AARP's concerns with the unrelated concerns by IBEW regarding unsafe equipment in 

the field.1  IBEW’s concerns with unsafe equipment hazards were addressed by 

agreements regarding periodic inspections that will occur of utility-owned equipment.  It 

                                                 
1
 Initial Brief of Ameren Illinois Company, p. 26. 
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is incorrect to lump IBEW’s concerns for hazardous situations with equipment together 

with AARP’s concern for the safety of human beings that are relying on essential utility 

service to stay healthy.   

The Initial Brief of Commonwealth Edison (“ComEd”) confuses AARP’s concerns 

with avoiding life-threatening problems with statements regarding the adequacy of 

disconnection notices made by the Government and Consumer Intervenors (“GCI”), 

claiming even that the “real reason” for consumer advocate opposition to the proposed 

elimination of the door knock is simply “to reduce the number of disconnections.”2  

These comments come from a utility that is currently flouting the Commission’s current 

direct contact rule.  Although other Illinois regulated electric distribution utilities do 

comply with the current rule, ComEd has been interpreting the requirement to merely 

require an employee to “announce their presence when they enter onto a customer’s 

property”3 without making a knock on the customer’s door and without attempting a 

face-to-face notification.4   ComEd has continued this interpretation of the rule despite 

the Commission's conclusion in its Order in Docket 09-0263.  The Commission ordered 

ComEd to make premise visits, reinforcing the importance of in-person contact, and 

denied ComEd's explicit request to make a contrary interpretation in that case and 

refused to strike language from that order recognizing that a site visit is required in part 

because of its value in detecting safety issues.5  In its Final Order, the Commission 

                                                 
2
 Ibid., pp. 22-23. 

3
 Tr. 378-379. 

4
 Attachment to Musser Revised Rebuttal, AARP Revised Ex. 2.0. 

5
 Docket 09-0263, ComEd BOE at p. 34 (Exception #7). 
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rejected ComEd's request to strike that language, choosing to explicitly continue its 

interpretation of the current requirement as requiring an attempt at in-person contact.6 

The Commission Staff also misunderstands the impetus for AARP’s concern, 

discussing the past practice of some utilities to allow customers to stop disconnection at 

the last possible minute by making payments at the door.7  That may have been a 

helpful practice for some customers, but it is not the primary focus of AARP’s concern 

with the health and safety of vulnerable customers.  The health and safety 

consequences of disconnection of energy service include severel adverse health 

consequences for older consumers, including death due to hypothermia or exposure to 

extreme heat, and occasionally these individuals do not understand the danger that they 

face.  AARP is aware of past unsafe or dangerous conditions involving the health and 

safety of the customer that have been detected only by in-person contact, and such 

discoveries have affected the decision to disconnect service and lead to other remedial 

measures.8   

Staff implies that field visits can protect the welfare and safety of customers “if 

utility personnel were trained to do so.”9  While additional training may be helpful, AARP 

is simply asking that the common sense practice of checking on a household prior to 

turning off service be preserved.  This practice of in-person contact can lead to the 

detection of problems that ultimately saves lives.   

                                                 
6
 Docket 09-0263, Final Order at pp. 33-34. 

7
 Initial Brief of the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission, pp. 66. 

8
 Musser Direct, AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 11-12. 

9
 Initial Brief of the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission, pp. 67. 

9
 Musser Direct, AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 11-12. 
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The “knock on the door” is important because all of the intended notification 

regarding potential disconnection that is attempted through phone calls (particularly 

“robo-calls”) and letters still may not have the communicative effect of in-person contact 

upon consumers who are mentally or physically vulnerable.  GCI witness Ms. Alexander 

explained that consumers can suffer from an inability to comprehend or respond to 

phone calls and written notifications.10  The story of the man in Michigan who froze to 

death after he was remotely disconnected (and found with considerable money in his 

house) most closely represents AARP’s concern with eliminating the “door knock.”11  

This man was probably disoriented, senile, or otherwise unable to understand that he 

was facing a disconnection, and such disorientation may have been identifiable by 

anyone knocking on his door.   This is the type of tragedy that AARP hopes will be 

avoided through the Commission’s retention of the in-person contact requirement. 

AARP continues to recommend that the Commission reaffirm what it said in 

Docket 09-0263 regarding the importance of direct contact.  AARP’s proposed 

additional sentence can be inserted into the proposed disconnection rule, clarifying and 

retaining the current in-person contact requirement, and promoting safety of vulnerable 

consumers as well as the safety of the utility’s employees:12 

5) Immediately preceding the disconnection of service, the employee of the utility 
designated to perform this function, except where the safety of the employee is 
endangered, shall make a reasonable effort to contact and identify him/herself to 
the customer or a responsible person then upon the premises and shall 
announce the purpose of his/her presence.13 
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 Tr. 275-278. 
11

 Tr. 277. 
12

 Musser Revised Rebuttal, AARP Ex. 2.0, pp. 2-4. 
13

 Also found on page 101 of the Joint Prehearing Outline. 
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